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They Serve In Silent Vigil  is a 1-hour , OTO & the next installment of the highly 
respected “Patriot Series. ”  The focus of this special is to pay tribute to the heroic service, 
sacrifices and commitment made by the families of America’s frontline warriors.  The 
program is designed to inspire & educate Americans of all life stages as to the vital role, the 
hardships & sacrifices, and the remarkable contributions made by the military families of 
former and currently active & deployed military personnel.  
 

These are personal stories of ordinary American families - men, women & children who 
bravely stand alone and face that moment when they must wave goodbye and begin an 
unexpected or unanticipated journey.  These are sometimes stories of disappointment, 
loneliness, and even despair.  But, they are also stories showing the power of the human 
spirit, perseverance, devotion to duty, loyalty & commitment, and indeed, hope for the 
future. 
 

Above all, this is a tribute to America’s Unsung Patriots –  
the wives & husbands, the sons & daughters, the mothers &  
fathers who sacrifice “in silent vigil” and, indeed, serve every  
hour of every day along side America’s frontline warriors. 
 

Produced by 45 North Communications (creators of Arlington, The Medal & most recently,  
A Nation Remembers…) in cooperation with The National Defense University Foundation & 
the Office of the Secretary of Defense, this made for TV event embodies a creative mix of 
compelling storytelling, emotionally moving historical retrospectives, extensive original 
interviews with senior military & governmental leaders, and a host of military family 
members. The program is also produced in stunning high-definition and includes an original 
music score by Emmy Award winner,  David Barrett (Olympics, PBS & NCAA’s One Shining 
Moment). 

For more information,  
please contact… 
 
 


